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What is the WizeFloor? 
 
Collaboration, communication and knowledge sharing

The WizeFloor is an interactive floor that promotes collective and differentiated

learning styles and needs through play and physical activity.

From a projector in the ceiling different learning games and activities are projected onto the floor.

The children use their hands and feet to interact with the floor allowing them to do the activities.

Multiple children can play simultaneously. The WizeFloor is especially targeted

at children from 3 to 12 years of age and special needs.

* WizeFloor is a rebranding of Wisdom Well, which has received the Red Dot Award

*

Learn more at www.WizeFloor.com
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WizeFloor Facts
Award-winning interactive floor

Improve social skills through collaborative gaming

Create and share exercises with online WizeFloor community 

A social and collaborative learning experience

Learn through physical movement

“ Collaborative learning

“WizeFloor provides a fantastic opportunity for collaborative learning
with many of the activities requiring teamwork.”

Teacher, Ipswich, UK
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“ An exciting upgrade
“WizeFloor is an exciting upgrade to our school
which has improved the motivation, concentration
and collaboration between our children.”

Pedagogical IT Counsellor, school, Denmark

“Important tool within our daycare

“WizeFloor is an important tool within our daycare center and the perfect way
to bring together the children across all ages and gender.”

Daycare professional, Denmark

Concentration, joy and motivation
“I love to see the concentration, joy and motivation
emerging from the children while using WizeFloor.” 

Daycare professional, Denmark

Endless potential

We found the WizeFloor wasn’t just an interactive floor,
it was so much more with endless potential within our school”

ICT Teacher, SEN school, Northern Ireland

Creating their own learning games

“One of the major benefits of WizeFloor is that teachers and pupils at
our school can easily create their own learning games for each subject and level.”

Pedagogical IT Counsellor, school, Denmark

Testimonials
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For more information, international product distribution
and sales enquiries please contact:

WizeFloor 
International Sales Office | Cambridge | UK
T     +44 (0) 1353 749 455
M +44 (0) 7584 571 314
E info@wizefloor.com

ALEXANDRA INSTITUTE
Aabogade 34
DK-8200 Aarhus N
Denmark

www.WizeFloor.com

Get in Touch
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